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ABSTRACT 

NUCLEAR SUPERRADIANCE INTO ANOMALOUS EMISSION CHANNELS 

By 

NGUYEN V. HUNG 

This thesis investigates the coherent spontaneous 

emission, or superradiance, of initial nuclear excitations 

into anomalous emission (Borrmann modes) for a perfect 

needle-shaped crystal sample. The anomalous emission ef¬ 

fect, which suppresses the nonresonant photoelectric absorp¬ 

tion of gamma rays emitted in the Borrmann modes without 

destroying the coupling of these modes with the nuclei, 

allows emission of gamma rays from Mossbauer emitters with¬ 

in a Borrmann depth from the crystal surface, greatly en¬ 

hanced over the ordinary photoelectric absorption length. 

Two approaches are discussed. First we treat the super¬ 

radiance emission semiclassically, solving Lamb's self- 

consistent field equations for the emitted intensity in 

the superradiance limits rather than in the usual rate 

equation approximation in laser theory. Next we apply the 

quantum statistical theory developed by R. Bonifacio et 

al., after incorporating necessary modifications to allow 

for various multipole emission into Borrmann modes. Fi¬ 

nally we attempt to determine criteria that would charac¬ 

terize a good isotope for superradiance. 
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'I. Introduction. 

A great deal of the physical properties of matter have 

been uncovered by studying its interaction with electromag¬ 

netic field. Each region of the EM spectrum sheds light on 

different aspects of matter. For instance while the elec¬ 

tronic structures of atoms and molecules, which explain their 

particular chemical properties, are reflected in their re¬ 

sponse to radiation frequencies in the near UV region or 

lower, much higher frequencies (or equivalently shorter wave¬ 

lengths) corresponding to X-rays or T-rays are needed to 

probe deep into the inner electronic shells or the nuclear 

structure. X-ray diffraction techniques have also been 

instrumental in determining the crystal structures of solids. 

Thus progress in understanding the physics of nature depends 

to a very great extent on our ability to produce and use 

radiation in any region of the EM spectrum. Incandescent 

filaments, discharge lamps, X-ray tubes provide convenient 

sources of radiation in the visible, UV and X-ray parts of the 

spectrum. However these sources are inadequate to perform 

many sophiscated experiments such as in interferometry, phase 

determination problems which require of a radiation source 

the following virtues: coherence, high intensity, good col¬ 

limation, and well known wavelengths. Masers and Lasers, 

some with tuneable capability, have been constructed to meet 

these requirements in that part of the spectrum covering the 

microwaves, the visible and UV rays and have thus known im¬ 

portant applications in diverse fields. Recently great ef- 



forts have been made toward the development of such powerful 

sources of radiation that generate short wavelengths in the 

X-ray and the Y-ray region. Synchrotron radiation, [1] ra¬ 

diated by high energy electrons (.0.1 - 8Gev) subject to cen¬ 

tripetal acceleration as they circulate in circular acceler¬ 

ators, produces pulsed "white light" having a continuous 

spectrum, very intense especially in the neighborhood of 

the wavelength characteristic of the particular system, 

highly collimated (angular divergence T * 0-£ )/2) , polarized 

with the electric field vector in the plane of the electron 

orbit. 

Parallelly, possibilities of extending the laser 

principles to nuclear 7-transitions have explored [2-g] 

Primary interest has been devoted to the fundamental problem 

of creating conditions for stimulated emission of 7-rays, 

which encounters great practical difficulties connected 

with high transition energies. It is currently conceived 

that such T-lasers will use Mossbauer transitions 

(10 - lOOKev), will operate without mirrors and will be 

single pulsed devices. [5, 8] The last two character¬ 

istics are reminiscent of the Dicke coherence brightened 

laser [10, 11] for optical frequencies. This idealized 

laser, consisting of a long narrow tube containing a 

large number of atoms, is capable in principle to emit 

intense pulse of radiation into the preferred end fire 

modes (determined by the particular pencil shape of the 

laser cavity), through a coherent spontaneous emission pro¬ 

cess, termed superradiance. Bonifacio et al. [12, 13] 



worked out the quantum theory of superradiance, using a 

simple single mode laser model in which the pencil shaped 

atomic system is allowed to interact with only one electro¬ 

magnetic mode, specifically an end fire mode. The purpose 

of this thesis is first to extend their theory to deter¬ 

mine the temporal development of the intensity output re¬ 

sulting from superradiant decay of initial nuclear exci¬ 

tation in a needle shaped crystal sample of nuclear isotopes, 

and secondly, to examine the optimum range of energy, Z, and 

multipolarity for the production of nuclear superradiance. 

The modifications made to the original treatment account 

for multipolarties of nuclear transitions higher than El 

and for the anomalous emission effect.[9, 14] In contrast 

to atomic transitions, in which the atom field interaction 

is essentially of electric dipole nature and coherence 

brightening occurs practically exclusively in the axial 

direction for a pencil shaped cavity, for the nuclear case, 

transitions with multipolarities other than El also exist 

and are of most interest, since they permit the occurrence 

of the anomalous emission effect, which will be described in 

section III, following a review of the Mossbauer diffrac¬ 

tion theory in section II. 

In section IV, we give a qualitative description of the phe¬ 

nomenon of superradiance. 

Next in section V, solutions to the superradiance problem 

are derived in a semiclassical picture in which the electro¬ 

magnetic field is treated classically. The fully quantum 



mechanical treatment is presented in sections VI, VII and 

VIII. 

Finally/ in section IX, conditions for the occurrence of 

superradiance for nuclear excitations are examined to deter¬ 

mine the restrictions on the parameters of the system, and 

in particular to see what types of nuclear transitions 

would be optimum for producing superradiance. 



II. Review of Dynamical Theory of Mossbauer T-Ray Optics 

Our primary interest is in the enhanced radiation emer¬ 

ging from a crystal consisting of resonant Mossbauer nuclei 

along well-defined directions in a superradiant process. 

Radiation emitted from a nucleus inside a crystal is scat¬ 

tered by the surrounding medium. The general theory of 

Mossbauer diffraction and emission of Mossbauer Y-rays from 

crystals was worked out in detail in Refs (14-16). There 

the reciprocity theorem, generalized as a consequence of the 

invariance of physical laws under time reversal to take into 

account the high order multipolarity of Mossbauer sources 

allows one to solve the emission problem in terms of the 

solutions to the external source problem. In this section 

we present a brief discussion of this theory in a simpli¬ 

fied version that suits our purposes. In particular, we 

allow that the non-resonant electronic scattering-absorption 

processes dominate the resonant nuclear scattering-absorp¬ 

tion processes, considering that the superradiant emission 

would occur within a time much shorter than the character¬ 

istic time for the latter processes. We first discuss the 

electronic scattering of an incident Y-photon from a single 

atom and obtain the general form of the scattering ampli¬ 

tude for individual scatterers in terms of which we deter¬ 

mine the scattering by a planar layer of atoms and by a 

crystal slab, viewed as a set of crystal planes. With this 

apparatus, we can then discuss the emission problem in terms 

of the reciprocity principle and in particular the anomalous 



emission effect. 

a) Scattering from a single atom. 

According to the quantum theory of radiation, the in¬ 

teraction between the non-relativistic atomic electrons and 

the radiation field is embodied in the Hamiltonian (neglect¬ 

ing electron spin) 

= I {- ^ [PfACxi,t)+ A(x;,t) -ft] + (1) 

where the summation is over the various electrons of the atom. 

The expression A(x;,,t ) stands for the quantized radiation 

field operator defined at each space point for the i+h 

electron as: 

The amplitude for the elastic electronic scattering of an 

incident photon is a state of definite momentum and polari¬ 

zation into the outgoing photon ê^) by a multielec¬ 

tron atom in the ground state A is given the Born approxi¬ 

mation by; 

25^ Sâ [ dr 
Vto L 

e e d * 
• -iwt -iTtjt; 

4 
i 4 iuit^ 

(2) 

^ ÂO • Ç-K |IA> + (3) 

Since the incident photon resulting from Mossbauer emission 

has energy much larger than the atomic binding energy, the 

2 
scattering is due solely to the A quadratic term in (1), 

giving rise to Thomson scattering represented by the real 

part of (3) 

Re f(V,;KO - -r0^.e0 f(0) (4) 

r = = 2.9xlO '\m 
O me* 

(classical radius of electron) 



can be identified where FO) = < A l 2 e l 

as the electronic form factor in X-Ray diffraction as a 

function of scattering angle 6 = 

According to the optical theorem,if all possible interac¬ 

tions leading to absorption of photon were accounted for 

(Rayleigh scattering,photoelectric effect,incoherent Compton 

scattering etc. . .), one should have 

Im •fCV.SojWj - (5) 

Here, for Mossbauer frequencies, the absorption cross section 

is almost equal to the dominant contribution, the 

photoelectric absorption cross section . We note that 

in the expression (3) for the scattering amplitude, we 

assumed that the atom was rigidly bound so that its center 

of mass is fixed at the origin of coordinates. In reality 

atoms imbedded in a solid do vibrate about an equilibrium 

position due to thermal and zero point motion. If xf 

now designates the position of the i electron relative 

to the center of mass which is located at r from its equi¬ 

librium position, the scattering amplitude (3) becomes 

(6) 

where represent the vibrational states of the crystal 

in which the atom is embedded. For a Mossbauer transition in 

a crystal, no recoil takes place,i.e. the vibrational phonon 

state is unchanged in which case we have the Debye Waller 

factor in (6 ) 



(7) 

■fD(e'> = <£,\e 4 lx*7 

* txf •) - i <|V 

i- _ iW„.R 
If a plane wave field AGO:a « is incident on an atom 

located at , where a* gives the magnitude and the arbi¬ 

trary polarization of the field, k„- is the wave vector, 
A 

the scattered field is an outgoing spherical wave represented 

by 

I*-*5 l (8) 

where hr = k _(R~Rj) 

The Feynman potential Â(R) of the total radiation field at 

an observation point R is given by 

A(R} = V(lO + A(SC>CR') - - _ 

. .• «M A 2 4 f- H. <« 

b) Scattering from a planar layer of atoms 

We consider an infinite planar lattice specified by 

the basis vectors a^i^ , taken to be in the xy plane.For 

simplicity, we assume the atoms to be located at the lattice 

sites Rj . Neglecting intraplanar multiple scattering, the 

scattered photon amplitude at an observation point R is 

given by 

A
(SC,
0R) x ^ 

i aX 

where kOXy is the component of the incident wave vector in 

the xy plane. The sum over the lattice sites indexed by j 

can be transformed into a sum over the xy reciprocal lat- 



(11) 

tice vectors T^y [17] 

* IR-Pjl 

where <gs =. -Tk* - (f?y + fe-xy)* 

2w> 

a, a, 

igaU\ 

Making the definitions ï 

fl's s ( -number of lattice points per unit area) 
«,«1 

sin4»s = -li , 4>s : * -(k„z) 

and substituting (11) into (10), we obtain 

Â“(») = 21^2 
s >- 9>«<^ J 

(12) 

(13) 

The scattered photon potential is thus a superposition of 

a finite number of plane wave channels (sv) having wave vec¬ 

tors fcf>) '(K^y * where t)-±\, symmetric with respect 

to the planar layer. 

We denote , for >,>*z.\tz 

^A'X - -Ç(V>r i 

and its dimensionless counterpart 

Fio W r ,c 

Tn ' ii^4y> 

The total photon Feynman potential is therefore: 

Am - +22,^ iF," '5-5, 

s 

(14) 

(14-) 

(15) 



c). Scattering from a crystal 

We shall assume the crystal to be a plane parallel 

plate of thickness t. with unlimited lateral extension, 

such that some set of crystalline planes is parallel to the 

surface (t=Md). Any wave of appreciable magnitude within 

the crystal is built up by constructive interference of the 

planar radiation channels. Although all planar channels 

contribute, only constructively interfering channels need 

to be considered open for the crystal. Thus there will 

generally be one or two channels open in a crystal. Since 

we are only concerned with the propagation of a photon 

through a crystal, we shall limit our attention to the 

Laue transmission case where two channels (0+) and(l+) chan¬ 

nels are open. 

Laue transmission 

We define by ê^êy a polarization basis such that 

Cylplane ( ) and (êj, forms a right-handed co¬ 

ordinate system. (Fig. 1) In terms of this basis, the wave 

incident on the nr plane from above in a channels can be 

written as : 

Any = (t«‘ T*m * ê; Ty‘„ )««pf I'Cy ■ (16) 

where TK
S
)W, ( Tym ) gives the scalar amplitude that a 

photon(êy)>is incident on the m^ layer from above. 



The dynamical equations for Laue transmission are therefore: 

ïL . «'* ( Vm„ ♦ i I c + -, i c -C ) 

^ * i 2 KÏ « i 2 f5 T* ) 

(17a) 

where fj*', 
SH 

d7b) 

, n being the unit cell density 

( n'« nd ) 

Physically Eqs(17) express that a wave incident on the 

plane in a channel s is equal to such a wave incident on the 

(m-l) plane plus the forward scattering of this wave by 

th. 
the (m-l) plane,plus the scattering of channels’incident 

on the (m-l) plane into the channel s by this plane, 

propagating to the m*"*1 plane by the phase factor 

th Since the primary wave is incident on the (J plane 

(boundary surface) only in the t channel, it follows that 

the boundary conditions are : 

(18a) 

(18b) 

I T>t 3 « 5.» ( M 
-fc1 A V 

2. T„.«» - o 

For our definition of the polarization basis, the off- 

Vs' * 

vanish (no polarization mixing). 

Making the substitutions 

c»5*' rx* r#y 

v* 1 v/ 

T: . 2 n. * 
- ivmVcf 

V (t) 
i yyt Vof 

'y,!*1/ (19) 

into the equations(17a),(17b) and arranging terms, we obtain 

CtsO -, t' = i) 



O 

(20a) 

(20b) 

with the boundary condition 

Z % ' S
So
5° (20c) 

fe' 

, trsS' c:s%t n 
Notify that rxyrryxrO/ these equations separate into two 

sets of linear equations, one for each polarization com¬ 

ponent 

[e‘ <V V> d - 1 - i F”^ TJk. - i c - ° (21a) 

"'C + i "i T iv,-= O (21b) 

2 T;k, , «i k1 
(21c) 

2 Ti,. - « ( 2 Id) 
k' 

To determine the possible values of kx, we set the deter¬ 

minant 

<let 
e'fy ,-Vi à 9 O 

» 
-if* 

=: O (22) 

If the incident radiation is near a Bragg angle for a trans¬ 

mission channel 1+, then 

(23) 

The dispersion relation (22) then becomes: 

^ - J(F;; <„) ; CM^
(24> 

where 



which gives two allowed values of 

± = 3„<i - S + A* ± (25) 

Substituting these values for V* in (21) and solving for 

T>+ f we get: 

T“> = liO + 'F*0)*'^ *** (26a) 
a 

-ct) -i^t-i) . • p«° 
= 1 « fl» 1 T

A> Ai 
2ISIVN^> 

(26b) 

(27a) 

Therefore the transmitted amplitudes in the (0+) channel 

and (1+) channel are: 

ijro» fxWiMlv1 ♦ T>"'V’
,W'-J 

Ql I\H(9.J-î) 

r>(5) = 
MW»*d tTx' e^--* 

, ;■ . M: .•.(-!)«. x (27b) 
* ('«A-* '^‘^nirrs )Z 

where : 

and 

For a thick film elM^-v o( (27jcan be approximated by: 

PA 

T>«) * i ê; (28a) 

(28b) 

With these results on Laue transmission, we can now proceed 

to treat the anomalous emission effect, i.e. the emission of 

7-rays into Laue channels from sources deep in the crystal. 



Ill. Anomalous Emission Effect 

For the internal source problem,one has to deal with 

the propagation of an outgoing sherical wave rather than 

a well-defined incident plane wave. However,as pointed 

out in section IV. A of Ref.14, the spherical wave emit- 
_ t h 

ted by a nucleus at Rj in the m^ layer can be represented 

adequately by a superposition of plane waves for the scat¬ 

tering problem of the radiation field according to : 

Â'frjJ) * jt(iT„y> 
ii* <*-*■!' „ ik 
iS-Rjl 

(i) 

“* th 
where is the source current of the j nucleus for 

a transition from state Wto state IO. The subscript + 

indicates that the integration over the angular coordinates 

of k is over the upper hemisphere if E-2J>V , and over 

the lower hemisphere ba<« if ?-2j<o . For Laue emission, we 

select a pair of Laue channels near a Bragg angle for 

the Laue case. Then the emergent radiation is in effect the 

same as the transmitted wave corresponding to the primary 

wave Â* (R) incident on a crystal composed of the last 

MjsM-roj layers 

Â*Cé) r i£ (2) 

The wave emerging from the crystal in a Laue channel (0 or 

1) is therefore given by Eqs (2.28) 

*=x,y Z-K P* 

(K. *\ -iK-R; C!MJ. C°* PAM 



where we have used 4%"= and a similar expression for 
5in^ 

The first term is fed "directly" by a wave emit¬ 

ted in the channel while the second term is due to the 

Bragg reflection from 1?, channel to channel. Provided 

that the interference term, which depends on the multi¬ 

polarity of the emitter 

A0 .-for X p *1 
Lhh 
p* ] (4) 

is not destructive, Y radiation emitted from a source lo¬ 

cated within the maximum penetration length 

= i '*£
LW
 (5) 

will emerge from the crystal in a Laue (Borrmann) channel: 

this effect is called the anomalous emission effect, anal¬ 

ogous to the Borrmann effect £18] in X-Ray diffraction 

where suppression of absorption was observed along specif¬ 

ic directions defining Borrmann channels. For a symmetric 

exact Laue Channel ( <f>0 = cf>, ; 5 = o ) , we have 

h= F» » F“ ,«;.*• t»tt) [-r.F(e) + i*;®i»]|2A 

v>= o 

Hence (4) yields: 

K„-- - 'I rC'ï.ii)* (6) 

and (5) gives 

0*6/zi ’ 
(7) 



With the specified choice of polarization basis vector 

(sio, i ; ?>- x,y) , the Borrmann penetration depth cor¬ 

responding to each polarization is: 

i-i 

[t- 

■«(T» 

(8a) 

(8b) 

For the sake of comparison, we note that, if 0 did not 

correspond to a Laue case, the off Bragg penetration length 

would be determined by the ordinary photoelectric absorption 

length 

toB 
cea{9l2') 

(9) 

irrespective of polarization. It is seen that the y-Borr- 

mann penetration length is generally more enhanced over 

the ordinary off Bragg length than the x counterpart: 

h = ' 

~ [*teW| (10) 

.   
ZW

Z
T 

where = interBragg plane spacing. 

-m = integer giving order of Bragg reflection and use 

of the Bragg law = VMA or 1»dsfh| r w»ir has been used. 

<x*> denotes the mean square displacement of the atom in 

the x direction from its equilibrium position due to 

thermal motion and zero point motion. 



IV. The Concept of Superradiance 

In a classic paper in 1954, 110] R. H. Dicke analyzed 

the coherent spontaneous emission by a large number of two- 

level atoms. By considering this radiating gas as a single 

quantum mechanical system, Dicke formed the coherent ener¬ 

gy states \r,m> corresponding to certain correlations be¬ 

tween individual atoms. Coherent radiation will be emitted 

in a transition between two such levels which have the same 

cooperation number, for a gas of n atoms confined in a 

small container (with linear dimensions small compared to 

a wavelength). Dicke found that coherent states with high 

cooperation number r = in and small m (\™\^o'r corresponding 

to an energy state with equal number of atoms in the up¬ 

per level and lower level) radiate most strongly at a rate 

proportional to the square of the number of atoms. Such a 

cooperative spontaneous emission is called Dicke's super¬ 

radiance. For a gas, of large extent, energy states can 

be formed such that spontaneous radiation is emitted co¬ 

herently in one direction, just as a classical system of 

identical charged harmonic oscillators distributed overaa 

large region of space can be phased relative to each other 

in such a fashion that coherent radiation is emitted in a 

particular direction. Dicke also found that for an ini¬ 

tially incoherent radiating system of large dimensions the 

probability of radiating a photon is a particular direction 

is approximately equal to the incoherent rate times the 

number of photons previously emitted in that direction plus 



one. Using this angular correlation between successively 

emitted photons, he demonstrated that for a pencil-shaped 

cavity containing a large ensemble of gas atom distributed 

at random, coherence brightening occurs essentially in the 

axial direction for the end fire modes. Ill] Dicke's 

pioneer work on superradiance leaves open the question of 

the duration of the emission process and the evolution in 

time of both the radiating system and the emitted radiation. 

In a later treatment, Rehler and Eberly [19] considered a 

geometrically large system of many non-overlapping two- 

level atoms acting as dipole sources, excited by a clas¬ 

sical intense plane wave pulse within a quantum electro- 

dynamic framework; allowing the atoms to interact with all 

the modes of the radiation field, they derived a non¬ 

linear first order differential equation characterizing 

the radiation reaction dynamical law of evolution for emit¬ 

ting system which can be solved directly for the temporal 

and directional dependence of the radiated intensity. The 

angular distribution of spontaneous radiation for various 

circular cylinders presents a single prominent peak in the 

direction of the exciting pulse after a short interval of 

time, when the system is emitting in the very direction at 

a Dicke superradiant rate. For an initially totally ex¬ 

cited system, Ernst and Stehle 120] showed that the direc¬ 

tions of the peaks in the radiation pattern can be deter¬ 

mined from the geometry of the system, which in the case of 

the pencil array of atoms are those of the endfire modes. 



This fact justifies the approach followed by Bonifacio 

et al. [12, 13] in the development of the quantum statis¬ 

tical theory of Superradiance. They assumed that the 

atoms interact only with a single resonant axial mode and 

treated radiation into other normal modes as an incoherent 

loss mechanism for the atoms. Important mathematical 

simplifications can be achieved and exact solution for the 

time development of the system can be obtained. In the 

following sections, we shall apply their master equation 

approach to the problem of superradiant emission of Gamma 

rays from a pure crystal rod of isotopes. 



V. Semiclassical Treatment of Superradiance 

For our model of nuclear superradiance, we consider a 

perfect crystal in the form of a slender parallelepiped 

of length , cross sectional area W*(^8»W) containing N 

initially excited nuclear isomers located at regular lat¬ 

tice sites. A set of Bragg planes (x=ndB) defines symmetric 

Borrmann channels as indicated in fig 1. The geometry of 

the crystal and the anomalous emission effect dictate that 

superradiance occurs essentially in a single resonant 

Borrmann mode of lowest order and with polarization y 

parallel to the Bragg planes. 

In this section we carry out the semiclassical ap¬ 

proach to superradiance, patterned after the treatment of 

coherent pulse propagation by Sargent et al. [21] In 

their treatment, the rate equation approximation is char¬ 

acterized by P'l<-<Tp« Tt-y rf, F”1 where Tp is the 

pulse duration, are the natural widths of the upper 

and lower levels ,1^ ■+ I"* + homog. broadening gives the time 

scale for atomic coherence. For superradiance, however, 

the emitted pulse should have duration 'Y which satisfies 

the conditions 

P « 
>K ç 

The classical electric field for an anomalous emission 

channel takes the form 
-U)b) 

Ey(r,t) - |8'C2,t)sm(4^x)e +c c (2) 

where £Vz,t)is a complex field envelope varying slowly in 



a period <^_l or wavelength. 3 =■ ~j 

For simplicity we first ignore inhomogeneous broadening. 

The self-consistent field equation of motion for £Cr,t> = )sin(ÿ?: 

generalized to include multipole effect other than elec¬ 

tric dipole can be written as 

£(r,t) t c 21 + l 
2 ££ - icc-6 

*B 
2 2 K 

, , *• Cu> -w„ + ij? ) (t-fc') 
(3) 

where « r»,(r,t) - Y\2fr,t) j_s the population inversion density 

having the equation of motion 

D(f)t) ? - -r~ ^l£(r,i) 
ivfcw 2 ]y -ik- -ij )(t- •t') 

£ fr.tO l>rr;t9 +C.C. (4) 

where P, , P* are the natural widths of the upper and lower 

nuclear levels between which transition occurs (£ ='kw, ) ; 

Pr P. + Pj, is the total width of the Mossbauer line (unbroad¬ 

ened), is the mean cross section for stimulated 

emission at resonance for an atom in the upper state 1. 

Superradiance solution 

In the limit of slow relaxation TSR' , the expo¬ 

nential factors in (1) and (2) almost equal unity. There¬ 

fore, setting u> -u>0 

err,t>* * i f £ = 
’ dz x 4. 2 ° (5) 

— <ror grr|t,ffV fiCF.t*) E>CF,t'J + c.c."l 
H^0 

2 [> (6) 

Initially the system is fully excited, i.e. n, (r,o) = n, 



n,ff,o) = o 

D(r ,o) = -n C7) 

where 11is the density of atoms in crystal ( Vs *E^
2) 

In order to solve the coupled integrodifferential 

equations (5) and (6) we define A and ) such that 

D(r,(■)-: rt coo <£(?,{:) 

S(r,t) c A 
3t 

(8a) 

(8b) 

with the initial condition 

K?,o)*i, * o (8c) 

Substituting (8a) and (8b) into (6) yields 

£,/? t\ - - -£J2— <r0 P | Allil 

Upon integration, we get 

IX?,t) » <ronM2 <*>4(r,t) 
0TT^>U»o 

which leads us to identify 

n - m 
8rfUo„ 

lAl* 

« * f^r 
2 

A having the dimension of energy density * sec' 

Substituting (8a), (8b) into (5) yields 

(9) 

i 4 c 2Ü- + i £4 - Sin* 
* 3î3t 2 €* 4 

_ i 5L* 
~ z Q 

where with foresight we define so that 

^cour. _ f c‘ 

(10) 



Hence 

(11) 

We will see that -?c is the cooperation length, i.e. 

the maximum distance between two atoms which can coop¬ 

erate in the spontaneous emission process. Typically for 

> ; IÂ , n = l02tcf; cw
3 -f ;\ tpt ~ io' 7-10*sec ' we have 

•fc -v io t. lO^Crvi 

Let Kri^ (12) 

and *(£.) ffS?) c 4ir (13) 
WJ/WC^ jf6fpy/n 

Equation (10) takes the form 

<$+ c £ . 

3z3t 
(14) 

Multiplying both sides by If and rearranging terms 
K 

9i  [ 9C2/<rTp aft/Tp) (15) 

In the cooperation limit k (or equivalently 

•fg « ) putting $(r,+ , the correction term 

is negligible in the first order approximation, 

we have 

d4'\t) 

7b TP 

(16) 

It is straightforward to integrate this first-order 

differential equation from t=0 to t 

, ( +**(2<0/2) \ -t 

\Ü^T2) \ ~ î> 



Therefore 

s s 2+«tn 'je p £**1(^2) J 
(17) 

The intensity of radiation is given by 

iCt) - -H £ 

= -£L- lAl^1 

8ïï Ut J 

-1,M' ^ 

- ^ jA\*-î- sech
2 

T* V Tt / SIT 

where t is defined by é 
m 

Tf 

-WTP in the last step; W^/2) 
hence fc* =■ -r îp ~^r" 

z n, 

Substituting expressions (9) } (13) for j>4) w ^ 

KO- i1 SKh‘firi=j) 4 \ ' 1 rp J 

= a1 I, f -L±TL") 
4 Tr 

J 

i c ^ cy wa 

in- W4 

(18) 

We note that for ^:0 , equation (16) admits the 

trivial solution 5c,\t) = o and consequently l(t)=0, i.e. no 

radiation is emitted at all. This singularity arises 

becuase of the inability of the semiclassical picture to 

deal with the buildup of photons from vacuum (no field). 

Indeed fully quantum mechanical treatment (both atoms 

and field are quantized) is required to describe the 

initial development of the system. To resolve the sin¬ 

gularity here, we note that vacuum fluctuations due to 

spontaneous emission exist, which triggers the interaction 



toward cooperative decay. The semiclassical solution is 

to apply only at large time t^K"'. Stated in other words, 

we allow that equation (.18) suitably gives the temporal 

dependence of the emitted intensity provided that a prop¬ 

er t be determined from the condition that at time t=0 
m 

radiation is emitted due to incoherent spontaneous emis¬ 

sion into the Borrmann mode of interest, i.e. 

(NfPy 
(19) 

Therefore, setting t=0 in eq (18), we get 

NX. c ^1, S«4>* Iriy 

fc*. = ± Ip U H 
(20) 

We see that the intensity reaches a maximum at t=t , 
m 

which time is chosen to characterize the duration of • 

superradiance Tto 
«K 

For an inhomogeneously broadened medium, nuclei 

respond as a group to a range of frequenciesu>'„ about the 

resonant frequency w0 of an isolated nucleus with the 

normalized frequency distribution W(u>0' ) j V/(w£)<W0 gives the 

fraction of nuclei with resonant frequencies between 

and + <Jw' 

The population inversion entering the Eqs has to be 

replaced by 

D(P,0 -* jMWk) t) 

upon which the self-consistent field equations of motion 



become 

(.21) 
U *eH+s¥ 

* D(?,w^t) £,(r,t') 

S(r(W-,o , —s_ (r0 r efr(o|Tci<-wf^rUtvifw«-w»-»f)fr-t; 
îtT'Su)^ ^ 

* £.Cr,t') +C.C,^ (22) 

If we impose the slow relaxation limit which is now 

T,R «0>rT’ = [rr<+«)J (23) 

where again is the characteristic time for superradiance 

decay and Va is the inhomogeneous broadening width, so 

that 

then we will obtain exactly the same equations as (5), (6) 

Therefore the previous results are valid within the fol¬ 

lowing superradiance limits 

< 
J_  

ru**) 
(24) 

Substituting explicit expression for t. 

im= ir^LnN x 2TT ^ M 
m 

we get the restrictions on the length lfî of the medium 

# 3rr(H<*Kl-Ha) l»»N. ^ JL < (c ^ 

jf »*. n- 

4TtC(l+e() 
i Iz 

(25) 

Thus 1B must be greater than a threshold length l^r, 

and also smaller than a maximum cooperation length for 

superradiance to occur. 



We can rewrite the threshold condition in a different 

way 

^ . Atf ( W) (n a) UN 

ft * ^ (26) 

which is very much the same as the laser threshold con¬ 

dition for stimulated emission on the population inversion. 

Rate Equation Approximation. 

For the sake of comparison with superradiance solutions, 

it is instructive to examine the propagation of a pulse 

of duration TP in a resonant, homogeneously broadened 

medium in the rate equation approximation 

i 
r 

Tp « T,« i ’r, 

Equations (3),(4) still apply. With the above approxima¬ 

tion, 8(r, t), T>fr,t) vary little in a time ~ 1 ,so that 

they can be taken out of the time integral 

n „ r -t i(uj- 
+ + i JL £ - 'c<r0P£f r;t)DfF,t) f dt e- 

32 2 * '-> (27) 

- e D -r^-rTTC 
and 

«TT nw. 1 ,w (28) 
Multiplying (27) by on both sides, taking the complex 

conjugate of (27) and multiplying by ,then adding the 

two resulting equations gives 

3 Iffr,-1)1* r djzf + _£ I Cfo 
3t dz -e& 

D(f,t) | 

(29) 



Let 

per cm 

and 

We 

i Z 
be the number of photons 

2 
passing through plane at z during time from 0 to t, 

f(r) -- Flf(oo). 

have# D( r,o)=Dfo) designating intial population inversion 

1H5+.L W (r.Jat MË DC?.;o)€"
2<roFCiit; 

9z ^5 0 3fc ' 
(30) 

1££t) -- -i Rf) V 1 0(r,o)U - 
3a <o A 

Initially, in the weak field limit, <r<, F (r)« 1 

F(r) = FCO) (FCo) = Hi--o)) 

(31) 

(32) 

where net gain coefficient «t s £ ^ 

Thus an initial amplification occurs if o{yO 

l_ 
or 2 r 

which leads to the familiar lasing threshold condition 

for the population inversion 

As pulse propagates through medium, pulse picks up 

energy, until it reaches the saturation limit,if pulse strong 

(°iFt r) » \) 

3FCr) „ F(r) 

32 ^B 

F(r) 
u p'”[ i fto) 

(34) 



For large saturation occurs due to nonresonant 

absorption 

F (r) = 2 ^ - Comstao b 



VI. General Liouvillian Field-Nucleus Master Equation 

We shall present in this section and the next two 

sections a fully quantum mechanical approach to superra¬ 

diance, following Bonifacio et al.'s work.{12,13] Here 

we derive the basic laser master equation for the nucle¬ 

us-field density operator. Although nuclei interact with 

a Borrmann mode instead of a single plane wave end fire 

mode, some algebraic manipulations will bring the inter¬ 

action Hamiltonian to the same form as discussed in the 

original work. The Non-Hermitian Laser master equation for 

the total density operator of the nuclei-field system is, 

in the Schrodinger picture : 

w(t ) = -iLWft) 

L - (1) 

The Liouvillian operator L, acting on the density oper¬ 

ator W is a sum of Liouvillians corresponding to the un¬ 

perturbed nuclear system 1^, the free field L^,, the nuclei- 

field interaction L^, the nuclear damping iAN- , and the 

field damping iAp . We shall now define the Liouvillian 

operators explicitly. The first three terms come direct¬ 

ly from the perturbed Schrodinger equation for the total 

state vector 

ils "^3? — Ç Hn+ t ^ 
(2) 

We have: LNW - ; LFW r 1[HF,W3 

LMP S 1 [ÏA ,W] (3) 



Nuclear Hamiltonian 

For two-level nuclei, we can denote the upper state of 

the i**1 nucleus and take its energy to be 

i-ftu). , the lower state |*j„m0>-|->ihas energy -jhv, . Let us 

define the spin operators which operate only on 

tlx the i nucleus states and have the properties : 

*?• R
H ±*ù 

^ai = \i^L 

[Rii, Rf ] * ± • K pi 1 s 2Rii 3= ° ) 

(4) 

In terms of these operators, 

N 

Hu * 2 
I=< (5) 

Field Hamiltonian 

The EM field is quantized within a box taken to be 

the volume of the crystal, so that the wave vectors defin¬ 

ing discrete normal modes are given by fcx'tey.* ^-2 t \ 

In the cooperation limit the frequency dispersion 

of the superradiant pulse is much smaller than the fre¬ 

quency spacing between two adjacent modes. Therefore, 

together with the anomalous emission effect, nuclei can 

be considered as coupled to a single Borrmann mode. In 

terms of the creation and destruction operators a+,a 

for the specified Borrmann mode of frequency H which is 

a superposition of two plane wave photon states is defined 

as : 



(6) 

Interaction Hamiltonian 

If the spatial coordinate axes are defined such that 2 is 

parallel to the axis of the rod, and (yz) plane parallel 

to a set of crystalline planes the vector potential opera¬ 

tor for the Borrmann mode is given by: 

(7) 

(8) 

The non-relativistic Hamiltonian for the interaction of 

radiation with nuclei is then: 

(9) 
HWF = -£ 1 J Ji rri) -l(rl) àr\, 

% 

If P; *(** iYi/2;) is the position vector of the center of 
,LU « 1 

mass of the i^ atom (assumed to located at the Ie lattice 
j. 1— 

site) and p; , %[) is the relative position of the i1" 

nucleus, ?; can dÉcomposed as: 

r; - *ï+fi (10) 

The vector potential, acting upon the i*"*1 nucleus can be 

written in terms of the relative coordinates as : (X; = ? 't^) 

a. e ' Mn — Xi +C.C.1 i J 

( ÇJI {arffccT [* e'^2'*2' ^ siy,(^K$+C-cJ (11) 

C-mi 



has been made to where use of the Bragg law 

get: 

si* 4£(X;+*i' ) - Sl” 2? + O 
z 4& 

= eiWP MY*™”*!; 
^B 

(12) 

Eq (.9) now takes the form 

V^nf - ~k "2 ^ I*(pO ^P1 
c f- i£l 
,4 • i Ck.Z+*”?'*) r 

-a2 *e 

(13) 

*,(*)-** +C-C. 

where 
- " -,} iXx; -/>, x, 

' v 
(14) 

ft ' f / * c 'J fz NI ~VJT ^ 

In the matrix formulation, if the rotating wave approxi¬ 

mation is made, 

tv .^2 ~r^g;«.c. 
1 = > 

AB = \AB1 « 
-"1 

(15) 

(15*) 

where the coupling constant A& of the nuclei to the Borr¬ 

mann is the same for all nuclei and defined by: 

A*,- i < },«,( j i\ U-m-> (16) 

and R* = R,j-t tR2; - (eo) 
a Rpi'f^2i- f 1 v) are 

J. l_ 

respectively the raising and lower operators for the 1 

nucleus. As shown in Appendix A, for a (LM^) multipole 

transition, we have: 



(17) 

A * _ 1 -1 
B ~ fi û Vi 

CtJoL^ ;W.MW,) e'^ 

* [>.W Pr(L/>')]'/2[ Æ ^ 

Phenomenological Damping 

So far we have dealt only with the Hamiltonians that de¬ 

scribe the coherent interaction of an ensemble of N nuclei 

with a single resonant field mode. The physical picture 

as such is still far from complete. First the quantization 

volume for the em field is limited to the volume of the 

crystal. A photon emitted in the superradiant mode will 

excape from the crystal after travelling a distance ~-£*, 

this loss of photons from the field mode can be described 

very well by adding phenomenological field damping Liouvil- 

lian term , whose form we now specify as follows. 

It is well known that, for a single mode em field 

coupled to a beam of two-level atoms initially in the 

lower state, the time rate of change of the field density 

operator is : 
-i/2 

pnwi(t )= ~~2 Çnyy, +• ^ [(»+l)(w + l )J rn* \ (18) 

where *,w are the field occupation numbers;& is rate of 

photon absorption by atoms. Similarly, if T= |r is the 

transit time of photons in the crystal, or T
-
' is their 

rate of escape, 

1/2 

= -ir-' 

T < n | <* p J no > 

(19) 



(.20) 

or in operator form 

p Ct) 

which, behooves us to define AFW as: 

AfW = « +ElW/a+3\ 
(21) 

Secondly, in addition to coherent emission into the most 

lengthened superradiance mode, the nuclear system can also 

decay via radiation into other modes, (i.e. incoherent 

radiative decay) or via internal conversion to a very 

small extent. These incoherent losses processes which 

deplete the energy stored in the active nuclei in a random, 

uncooperative fashion will be incorporated in the Liouvil- 

lian operator . I A; where each A i , accounting for 

+• V» 
the irreversible loss from the V' nucleus, is specified 

as follows. As is well known from the theory of spon¬ 

taneous emission from an initially excited atom, the 

equation of motion for the two-level atom density operator 

where T is the rate of spontaneous emission. This leads 

us to define phenomenologically as: 

is 

(22) 

A;W +[RÎW>R‘T* (23) 

where now %<? is the total nuclear relaxation constant, 



accounting for all incoherent decay processes for any 

nucleus, since they are all identical. We shall now reduce 

the equation of motion (1) to a simple and familiar form. 

Applying the transformation: 

« _ ^ ^-I (HM+HP)t/fe 
(24) 

we obtain the equation of motion (1) for the field-nucleus 

density matrix in the interaction picture: 

à(fc) = -i(CNF + i AN +i V) W ft) 

where 

we have 

~ - , r -.f HS»,m 
U.FX - « * 

H„(0 = |,e 
€ + c.c. I 

On resonance Ü =■ 
T* ;(feZ; tvntojir — *)) _ 

HNP
(0 ' 2 Ri 4 4C,c] 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

and hence '-NFï*LK)r, independent of time (28a) 

We can also show that: 

?„ X -- f % -|I>,ft)/ <(*)} v[R>>X , ft’J i (28b) 

— A„X 
A/ /V A/ 

and (28c) 

The form of equation (27) suggests the following definitions 

of the operators: 

F+ a 2 R’'-e^-Z'' * 
% ->(Ki2; ■+ wp-’l) 

pr zr 2 J?7 e 

(29) 



In terms of these operators, the interaction Hamiltonian 

simplifies to: 

(30) 



VII. Development of the Nucleus System 

We want to investigate the motion of the system 

nuclei = field under the following conditions that define 

the superradiance phenomenon in which the energy stored 

in the nuclei is released almost exclusively into the 

Borrmann field mode (with negligible loss) without feeding 

itself back to the nuclei. 

1. The superradiant emission of radiation If should 

dominate over the incoherent spontaneous decay T|0 

(1) 

2. The photons should leave the crystal in a very short 

time K compared to the time scale for coherent 

emission so that they cannot react back on the nuclei 

TSR«K (1') 

The rates TIC> and K are determined a priori; but is 

still an unknown yet to be determined by solving the prob¬ 

lem. In view of the phenomenological definitions of 

and/ljs , we can assign the corresponding loss rates as 

their orders of magnitudes 

A N 

A p (v K 

(2a) 

(2b) 

The order of magnitude of LNF can be estimated on a dis¬ 

cussion of the equation W(0 = =■ • The interaction 
“n 

Hamiltonian describes a non-linear oscillation of the energy 

back and forth between the nuclei and the single field mode 



with, frequency a (A^IN/UN for the initial state in 

which all nuclei are excited. For large N, 

LNF^lAft|\fN (2c) 

We shall now proceed to solve the equation of motion (5.25) 

subject to the initial condition 

W(o) * WNto) ® W><o| (3) 

and the requirement 

AN L NF ^ ^ F 

(A) 

i.e. T(0 « \h*\ STN « l< V ' 

By using the Zrçanzig 122J projection operator P-(oXo) trp f 

which projects into the Hilbert space of the nuclei, the 

laser master equation can be reduced to an integrodif- 

ferential equation for the reduced nuclear density operator 

(f) s trF Wffc) 

W HCt) r 
ANSA)N(t)+ \<Cs) \N (t-s) (5) 

with the integral kernel 

.i(l-P)CLWP+«'AN + /Af)s \oSto) 
L
NP 

1
 ' k (0 = - hrp iNP ^ 

The projector P=loXo\frf has the following properties: 

P (t-P> = o 

= AFP - 0 

(6) 

(7) 

We denote Q = )~ P 

The Laplace transform of the exponential in the kernel can 

be expanded in a power series in and Ay (ignoring 



which is of negligible magnitude): 

<1 < g-teO-rof _   1—— 
*** J 2 + i6)(Lw-HA,J 

(z-Ap) + ' ® LWF 

i<3 L MT l + ■ 

Hence 

2-/\f i-AP ^-Ap 

: •-;ao.NF+{Af)s J »* 

* & LNC W(S«- SK-|) • • • GL„FUCS,) 
AcS 

(9) 

Ufs) ■=. e 

By an order of magnitude argument, in which we assign real 

order of magnitude to the Liouvillians and carry out the real 

variable integration, we get the approximation. 

K(s) r KoCs) * 0 ( JAjffjy ) 

(10> 

Carrying out the algebra results in: 

K.(OX = <J'KSlA6r{[R'X,R
+]+&/^ 

'KS. V, 
= K e Asx 

(11) 

with the superradiant decay Liouvillian As 

As%; U2) 

The superradiant master equation for the nuclei is now 

simplified to: 

W*( t) 
r* 

=-) As K « A swN(‘-*) (13) 

It should be noted that the time rate of change of WN 

depends not just on its instantaneous value, but also on 



its past history. This non-Markovian effect, however, 

bears a transient importance during a first few photon 

transit times ( t r* ). For large t» k"1 , the inte¬ 

gral on the RHS is appreciable only in the timerange 

; therefore, assuming WN(t-s) vary little 

from (t) in this short time and extending the upper 

integral limit to 00, we obtain the adiabatic approxi¬ 

mation: 

r As VN/^CV) t » JC 1 (131 ) 

The general motion of the nuclear system can be predicted 

from these simple master equations. At the beginning, the 

nuclear system decays with a zero initial rate, its dis¬ 

tribution among the Dicke states \o(r v*\y being sharply peaked 

at the initial state | r= | w -j y. As time elapses, this 

distribution spreads out to lower w states and in the 

adiabatic regime ( t>> K"1 ) is adequately described by the 

Markovian version (5.13'). Not surprisingly, the super¬ 

radiance decay Liouvillian As bears some resemblance to 

the incoherent decay counterpart AN . For the case of only 

one nucleus, they are indeed identical in form except for 

the decay constants: the superradiance one = ,_^L accounts 

only for emission of radiation into the single Borrmann 

mode whereas the spontaneous decay rate ?)<? accounts for 

emission into all radiation modes, plus non-radiative decay 

(internal conversion). For a large assembly of nuclei, 

however, AN describes an incoherent decay process in which 



each, nucleus relaxes independently from others; whereas 

As , containing macroscopic angular momentum operators, 

describes a coherent process in which nuclear motions are 

correlated to each other, preventing a factorisation of 

WN into outer products of individual nuclear density 

operators. Physically speaking, from the uppermost state, 

the nuclear system begins to decay, spreading down 

its "population" to lower states \r=t| according to 

the scheme : 

i.e. if p(m,t) designates probability of finding system 

This equation will be shown to be a direct consequence of 

the Markovian equation C5.ll') shortly. This "downward" 

flow of energy is expected to rapidly increase to a peak 

(superradiance emission region) when the density proba¬ 

bility for the superradiant states acquires an ap¬ 

preciable magnitude by virtue of the maximum transition 

rate between adjacent levels, then decreased as the dis¬ 

tribution of the nuclear system recedes away from the high 

energy states and gathers up to form a sharp peak at 

the ground state Jrr i1 eventually. We shall now 

solve the superradiance Master Equations (5.13), (5.13') for 

in state \r- =■ Wfm.rrr[t) 



the probabilities of finding the nuclear system in a 

coherent state p(r,m,t), which are sufficient for the 

quantities of interest: the time dependence of the energy 

of the nuclear system and its fluctuation given by: 

= TrN(*SwJ 

= 2. <* y™\ < 15) 
cC //v\ 

= 2 Y**'flr'iWi t? 
r,w 

and the intensity output of radiation and its fluctuations 

which will be shown in the next section to be related to the 

nuclear correlation functions ( ) ) 

<K*W)> = TrN(fc+V*^) 
^ 2 <«rvY\ \ j 

- 2 $Cr,,'V ^(r, wi-l) •• **-£■* 0 

From (5.13) and (5.13’)/ we get the equation of motion for 

p (r,m,t) = J (0 
4 1 

= "2 ^ ^ i 1,K€'
KS
-| 2 

- <<xrwi^ £+p- W^'s) }WNff-s)K
1’R~l*'y”y 

*nd pfr^.t) ~ 3\ p/>,v*,tr) 

[ MarJrovfaio] 

(IV) 

As discussed earlier, for the initial state of the nuclei 

( r ■= 2 J m " I ^ , we can write : 

pfr, w,t) = o r# ^ 

p t m,0 r j n r ïi - m (18) 



subject to the initial condition: 

iti) - S-w o 

Equations (.5.17), (5.17') can be transformed to give the 

recurrence relations: 

- A* [<5^-0 $*-.(>) - 

-S*0= Xt [^Cn-0 ?*-i (2) - p”) fnte'ï) 

(19) 

(19') 

with $(«) = a(ü .Kvj) = (fo-r> )(n + / ) for the Laplace 
® ^ oÛ ^ 4 

transform p>(2) - j” « p„ft7 cit Rearranging (5.19) (resp. 

5.191) gives: 

?+k 
2^+k) +I,K^fo) 

n^c> f.C«) - I, l< 1p„-.(2) 
ZCS-HO + î.K^

0
'
1
) 

and 1   
a+r.^co) 

nio I) 
(-2) 

(20) 

(20') 

By iteration, we get the "exact" solution 

?„(.) * JEÜS- TT 
{() 

and the Markovian solution: 

i A- Pr.tè) *■ —1— TT  d— 
r IgC«> 2-tI,^) 

which have poles at: 

(21) 

(21') 

(22) 



resp. % - -Ii 9«> (22*) 

Since: for *««>. •■ ,N 

we have: 2^ > o , Re 2*>o 

except for: Z0" , 2m = o 
Jt) (t) 

Noting further that which implies =■ , 

we see that for ^ » all the poles of f„f£) are simple and 
,2<n -Ze^N 

give rise to exponentially decaying terms 
e * '"'P- € J 

whereas for n> ^ , some of the poles can be of double mul¬ 

tiplicity, which corresponds to an exponential term times 

a first order polynomial in t 

it follows that as t-»00, P (t) 
N 

Since liy>\ z p-fe) - , 
2 

continues to build up until 

all the nuclei decay to the ground level. 



VIII. Intensity of Emitted Radiation 

In the last section, we have analyzed the statistical 

behavior of the nuclei under superradiance, which can be 

used to deduce the time dependence of the expected inten¬ 

sity of the output radiation owing to the correlation be¬ 

tween field and nuclei. In fact, as a byproduct of the 

Zwanzig projection method, the field density operator 

WpCt) = trN YJ(i) can be expressed in terms of the 

nuclear density operator WN(t) as: 

wF(t) - Vplo><ol 

with 
V1=ct-')= 1+ 5‘Js *M«xpr-'<i-P) 

(1) 

where AN has been neglected according to the superra¬ 

diance conditions. By expanding the exponential 

formally in a power series in L^, we can write 

the normally ordered field expectation values 

as : 

<«*«»"CO =• wFlt) 
^5 , Az +f w\ 

= 7 (-') v5 " a 

*. UCS-SK) G<-n* M fs* -s„.,)<3LWp - .'ifCs2-sl)QLNFU(sl) 

Using the properties: 

(2) 

trp [Hnw*]| = tlrP / M* 

f«, £«,**) - ^ ^ 

= - |r'F
[a'a+) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 



we obtain: 

<***«■ *(*) - (-> ) _j • ' £Vs, trN ^+1/>1 (t-s) ex p (- 

* •■•ts1+s, (7) 

with **"> = *■> [[[ • ■«'*«", VW], Hnf] I0X0I 

- <°\F ■ ' ' ]\°^ [^t*l ) •WMotel's] 

s <o\fyt\ K"A_ (</a',,',)l©> 

•f-'i — i 
Neglecting terms involving R. K with *V-f , ÿ<y*\ 

W (T)'*•'**" f-0€-t! w. e*v~ 

= «W)
1

. IAB^*” C-0< K« K-™ <8> 

Carrying out the U+wi-i )-fold integral over the SH , we 

get : 

<*+,ta w(t) = C-0 ***'"  T+• -ff-»*'’)*3 

K/+m“ Jo 

d% « a*s-f) 

* +r ti K?4^ WN ^'•s ? 

IM 
f+vA. 

KA i 
-if <R** R'"1

 WNCt-s)> 

(9) 

Due to small variation of WN(t-s) in the time interval 

»<S<K"'/ the integral on the right hand side can be ef¬ 

fected to a good approximation to yield the Markovian 

relation, valid at time 

<^-(tr)> = C-0< Hf" (*» 
O') 

This shows that the field transiently hurries to catch up 

with the nuclear system over a time of order kH , then 

follows it adiabatically. The intensity of emitted ra- 



diation is equal to the average photon number over photon 

transit time. 

Xft) - ffr)^ 
** i 

, 2 K M s|_ ^R+R'Ct) 

- 21^.* <r(2+12"ft-)> 

= X, <R+fc"(t) 

It is possible to relate this intensity to the average num¬ 

ber of nuclei already decayed to the ground level^)- 

dt 
^£?j> _ -trN 
dir v 

- -^N 

= I,( R+R~> 

= ict) 

(11) 

This expresses the fact that the rate of decrease in the 

enerqy stored in the nuclei is equal to the emitted inten¬ 

sity, in the limit of neqliqible loss. The intensity can 

be written in a form that sets out the quantum fluctuation 

feature 

XCt) - X, ^ fr,m)fir,yn,t) 
ms-r 

= \ 2. [rfr+O-w%vw"Wr,*'»,b) (12) 

The last term qives the dispersion of the enerqy of the 

nuclear system. 

In the event that there is no dispersion in (semi- 

classical approximation = 0 ), the intensity of 

emitted radiation would be; 

X (t) r X, [r(r+0 
C 

(13) 



The equation C 11 ) can now be solved for and l^Ct^in 

a very simple analytical form. To simplify notation, put 

! we have: 

<„ IHÜ12I =(2r.l)X,tt-0 
I ft+r I 

Since iyl‘^v(r-^!) , we get: 

y -(r+o 
— exp \ 

y + r Tp ' 

To - 
2 2 K 

p 
(2 r ■ +0X, (M+l) I, (N+l) 

Rearranging terms gives: 

<io -i - 
2r+1 
2 

. tern In | 
1 Tp' 

P -t- ( N+l \ "fcmll ( 
2 \ 2 I \ Tp " 

(14) 

can be determined from the initial condition z r= 

= 2p -in(2r) r Ü? In N 
a 2 (15) 

The semiclassical intensity of emitted radiation is then 

left) = 
K 2 ,p
 (16) 

Substituting the expression for the mean coupling constant 

into (16), we see that the quantum mechanical intensity 

agrees with (18) in the semiclassical limit. 

M
2
 



IX. Discussions 

In the preceding sections, applying the quantum sta¬ 

tistical theory of superradiance developed by Bonifacio 

et al. with proper modifications, we have obtained the time 

dependence of the probability distribution among the co¬ 

herent Dicke states p(x,m,t) for a pencil shaped crystal¬ 

line sample of two-level nuclei, intially all excited (r:|). 

This distribution suffices to describe the statistical prop¬ 

erties of nuclei and field in a superradiant emission. Of 

special importance is the output intensity of the gamma 

radiation emitted into the lowest order Borrmann made, which 

can be directly measured in a photon counting experiment. 

All these solutions are based on a simple hypothetical 

system which is capable of producing a superradiant pulse. 

It is now only natural to ask if a real physical system can 

be found, for which the postulated conditions for super¬ 

radiance to occur can be achieved. In this section, we 

shall critically examine the physical situation and explore 

the possibility of creating a Y-ray superradiator. Recall 

that the superradiance conditions: 

Yo < YsR< K 

were obtained by requiring that the cooperative emission 

into the Borrmann mode dominates over the incoherent decay 

and that the ray quanta once emitted escape from the needle 

shaped emitting medium faster than the system can release 

its energy so that they cannot feed back into nuclear 

resonance excitation. 



Let us consider a Mossbauer transition between two nuclear 

levels with the following properties: 

- transition energy Ev - E. = 

- lower level: ground state, lifetime =■ ro 

excited level: lifetime= .=■ P, , natural linewidth= C4^ 

- actual total linewidth P - (i+a) 

where the factor (i+«) represents the inhomogeneous 

broadening 

- radiative width of the upper level, Py which is re¬ 

lated to the natural width of the upper level P, by 
n 

PY =■ —-i- where is the internal conversion coef- 
' l+0( 

ficient representing homogeneous broadening. 

These properties will be explained shortly. For the present 

time, we seek to rewrite the superradiance conditions in 

terms of measurable quantities so as to render them more 

amenable to an intuitive discussion. The transition proba¬ 

bility for spontaneous emission of a T- ray quantum in a 

C i-,A ) multipole transition by the excited nucleus, , 

which brings about the radiative width of the excited level, 

is given by Fermi' Golden Rule : 

(0 

where lAoft( 
1 is the mean square coupling constant of 

the nuclei to an off Bragg mode for a ( i,X ) multipole 

transition (averaged over the magnetic substates). 

We denote the ratio of the mean square the amplitude of 

the Borrmann coupling constant to that of the off Bragg 



one by gwhich generally depends on the polar angle 

- lAftCL>F 

^ \/wT^ïï 

To simplify notation, the index ( LyA ) will be tacitly 

assumed and dropped out. If there is a frequency variance 

among the emitting nuclei due to inhomogeneous broadening, 

as is usually the case, then the left-hand inequality 

T.o < becomes : 

that is 0-t*)(f\+ro) < 
KUi N 

which can be put in the form: 

c*„ . 3x yr. M < L 
(3) 

where v\ - y is the density of nuclei per unit volume in 

the solid medium. An equivalent form of this condition is 

2n(i+a)(\-b<) H, +P» <e^ 

n 
(4) 

Moreover, photoelectric absorption limits the length over 

which nuclei can contribute to the Borrmann mode radiation 

with appreciable magnitude to the effective absorption 



length, for this mode: 

(5) 

Therefore the density of excited nuclei must be much greater 

than a critical value 

M - Jlx O-taXi-HX) f( + no 
(6) 

fyvv' *    

H K 
On the other hand, the condition T« « < can be also trans¬ 

formed as follows: 

[hçVjL < £ 
cfL L, 

that is <tc (7) 

where the cooperation length = f cn°vt gives the max- 

imum distance over which the nuclei can cooperate in the 

superradiant emission process. Consequently the necessary 

and sufficient condition for superradiance to occur in a 

pencil of crystalline matter is that its length to be with¬ 

in the limits 

U,r< L < 4 (8) 

and yet should not exceed the effective mean free path-£a ; 

therefore 

(8') 

or equivalently the natural density of active nuclei greatly 

exceeds the critical concentration: 

(8") 



Subsequently we shall analyze the real physical parameters 

of the system that enter into the forementioned quantities 

to probe the possibility of achieving the conditions for 

the occurrence of superradiance. The use of the Mossbauer 

effect imposes upper limits on nuclear transition energies 

and temperature of the source. Calculations based on the 

Debye mode of lattice vibrations yield the Mossbauer 

probability -f , that is the probability of emission of 

quanta without energy loss due to recoil; for "^«0^ 

r _ exp (- 
(9) 

where mean square displacement due to thermal and 

zero point motion; P-- = *'4*'° Ef e\/( A.mass number ; iw ieeV) 

is the recoil energy that would be received by a free 

nucleus ,k6is the Boltzmann constant and 0P is the Debye 

temperature. For At = H0 f 0^- 300"K , we have at T~ 0°K t f - 0.1 

for Ey J 50 keV ; -f = o.o2. for £Trloofc£\/, For appreciable 

Mossbauer effect, it is essential to operate at low tem¬ 

perature and to have spatial zero point vibrations of emit¬ 

ting atom small compared to the wavelength of the emitted 

photon. These conditions are also consistent with large 

anomalous emission effect. In fact, the factor f - 

which reduces the critical population inversion for super¬ 

radiance in a Borrmann mode relative to an ordinary off 

Bragg mode has a similar dependence on <xl> : 



where g' - J f / ^Tf) 

This coupling factor £Jfis evaluated and plotted as a func¬ 

tion of the Bragg angle S for multipoles up to M4in.[9] 

For ê <40° , ^ increases to a maximum value as ê goes 

to 0. Values of for high multipoles are generally 

greater than those of lower multipolarity, especially 

largest value of ^'=14 is reached at |rO° for M4 transition. 

According to the Bragg law, 

2<k. çinê s 
& 9 

Borrmann channels for anomalous emission exist only if 

><2<J[B , which imposes a lower limit on the range of 

allowed nuclear transitions energies. In this range of low 

photon energies ( 1- Iooke-V ), the most important 

process that limits the mean free path of a photon is matter 

as the photoelectric effect for which the absorption cross 

[23] away 

from absorption edges where large absorption occurs. Gen¬ 

erally, for -soo k«A/ and low Z<Z30 , g- /v K?4- \0 

barn/ atom, corresponding to an absorption length = -L— 

i i 3 
/MO"*-to" aw if n r \0 atoms/ cm. According to (3.8b ) 

and (3.3 ) the Borrmann penetration depth and the pen¬ 

etration depth -?0B that photon emitted off Bragg in the same 

-, y <- -7/2 
section 0"p4 is proportional to Z ty 

direction would have are: 

I oft = co&(ô/z) / 

Is * ?t>s 

(II) 



both decreasing function of > . The natural width of a 

Mossbauer line is determined by decay process, which give 

a characteristic Lorentzian shape. In nuclei, beta emis¬ 

sion and electron capture can deplete the excited levels, 

but two main competing deexcitation processes are T ray 

emission and internal conversion. In the latter process, 

the energy released in a nuclear transition is transferred 

to an atomic electron which is ejected with an energy equal 

to tioo - 3 , if the transition energy is sufficiently large 

to overcome the binding energy of that electron. The 

internal conversion coefficient c< is defined as the ratio 

of the probability of electron emission to the probability 

of gamma emission. This coefficient depends on transition 

energy, multipolarity and atomic number Z, as illustrated 

in Figs 2-3. For a given energy, short-lived isomers 

—5 C t, < 10 sec) which correspond to El,Ml or E2 transitions 

have comparatively small internal conversion coefficient 

2 
) and therefore low critical concentration n.. . 

thr 

However they are not suitable superradiance material since 

total population inversion cannot be prepared in such 

short times (less than t, ) by existing techniques: for 

instance (n,T) or (p,T) reactions followed by Remission, 

chemical separation of the excited isotopes, and their 

concentration in a separate thin filament through crystal 

growth are time consuming. From this point of view it is 

desirable to work with long-lived isomeric states which 



however necessarily correspond to high multipole transi¬ 

tions, leading to large internal conversion. This effect 

is much worse at low energies than at high energies: for 

Ey= 100 keV, ^(E3)«/10
2
*O((M1) while for E =10keV,<*(E3H04**(M|) 

Multipoles higher than seem to have prohibitively large 
4 

<*(>10 ) for Mossbauer energies (10-60 keV). Closing off K 

shalls by using isomeric transitions with energies less 

than K-shells binding energies does not help in reducing 

internal conversion as contributions from other electron 

shalls L,M.N. . . remain important. 

In addition to large , long-lived isomers also present 

great difficulties to maintain resonance within the system. 

Since these isomers have very sharp linewidths, any slight 

perturbationsin the external, internal fields or environ¬ 

ment can drive them off resonance. These effects appear 

as an inhomogeneous broadening of the MOssbauer line. We 

shall enumerate the sources of these broadening effects 

and discuss the possibilities for their reduction. 

1. The gravitational red shift of the apparent frequency 

of electromagnetic radiation between two identical nuclei 

at different gravitational potentials, original hypothe¬ 

sized by Einstein and later confirmed experimentally by 

R. V. Pound, £24] is given by: 

4E ^ Ey ^ Ah /cl (12) 

where Q is the gravity constant , 75h is the vertical distance 

between the nuclei. For ^ \ , we have 

AEr-s io“‘* iV • &bout equal to the natural width hP 



corresponding to a lifetime H; loo sec. . The effect can be 

offset by a proper establishment of a temperature gradient. 

2. The temperature red shift and the broadening of the 

Mossbauer line has been studied theoretically £25J 

This relativistic effect results from change in mass of the 

nucleus upon emission a Y-ray in the amount Avrie—Ef/c2" 

The relative shift per degree between two nuclei at different 

(13) 

temperatures is given by: 

AE _ Cp 

E " I* 

where is the specific heat 

whereas the temperature broadening at low temperatures is 

given by: 

? = 2U ÏÏ 
i / 

U.\'( iVT 
2 Me1' ^ 6- ' 

(14) 

for T = 4*K. } Er = SO , 0D - 5OO°K , P/v lO Ç.V 

This is another reason why a prospective superradiator 

should be operated at low temperature. 

3. The magnetic dipole - dipole interaction of nuclei may 

contribute a broadening of the order of Io'eV, arising from 

the nuclear magnetic moments in the ground and excited states. 

Through the application of a train of periodic intense mag¬ 

netic field pulses, 16, 26] this broadening can be eliminated 

by averaging out the Hamiltonian governing the direct dipole- 

dipole interaction in the presence of a strong static mag¬ 

netic field along z-axis 

Hj - 5 (15) 

where indices i;jfj') refer to nuclei in the excited 

(resp. ground) states. 



Also, since a first order interaction of the nuclear 

electric quadrupole moment of the nuclei with the electric 

field gradient created by their own electron shells and 

neighboring ions has the same space and spin symmetry as 

the same series of pulses will simultaneously suppress the 

broadening due to this quadrupole interaction in crystals 

with structural defects (local shear deformation, dis¬ 

locations, point defects). 

4. The last, and most significant, mechanism causing the 

broadening of Mossbauer lines of long lived isomers is the 

inhomogeneous isomeric shift, first observed by Kistner and 

Sunyar (1960) 127] in fe
s7
 . The origin of this effect is 

as follows. The ground and excited states of the nucleus 

have different radii, the electrostatic interaction with 

the electron shells is then different in the two states, 

the transition energy is shifted by an amount proportional 

to the electron density at the nucleus: 

ment of the nucleus, which is different from one lattice 

point to another in a less than perfect crystal, in ac- 

cell), inhomogeneous variation of the isomeric shift results 

H - 
* ' 4 IfZI-i) 

(16) 

(17) 

As the electron density (fto)!* changes with the environ- 

cordance with I'SrCo)!4 ^-7- (V is the volume of the unit 
Vrt ^ 



A typical value for the proportionally constant V is about 

I 0” 7eV 

Several authors 128-30] have proved the possibility of can¬ 

celling out the isomeric shift for one hyperfine structure 

component by adjusting the hyperfine splitting with the 

aid of an external radiofrequency field. Therefore although 

-12 presently no Mossbauer linewidth less than 10 eV has been 

observed due to inhomogeneous broadening, prospects are 

that transitions with sharp unbroadened resonance can be 

attained through proper control of external fields and 

temperature and growth of perfect crystals. 

So far we have discussed the variations of the quantities 

appearing in: 

*3 p-K0n+rf)_ r< 
'* f IVp. 

_£ +«)C>w) P, or s U ?— ivr0 
with respect to the physical attributes of the isotopes. 

Now we are going to put all these considerations together 

in order to find out the optimal physical properties quali¬ 

fying a good candidate for superradiance, that is an isotope 

which fulfills the threshold condition (the cooperation 

upper limit €^r<{c presents no problem in the range of 

T ray energies of interest). Isotopes with low Z<30, 

hence having a small number of orbital electrons and low 

binding energy for K shell, are beneficial in several ways. 

First it ensures small photoelectric cross section «SxK^bam 

for Ey Z 2okz,v ) if we also notice these T ray energies 

greatly exceed the K absorption edge (.for Z=30/
/^*T7keV) . 



Secondly small Z generally corresponds to small internal 

conversion; for instance «< (. M2 j 2- ) is about one order 

of magnitude less than o((M2;2rSo)for EY~ 2o~ 60 kcV . Also 

for given energy and multipolarity, isomeric transitions 

have half lives increasing as becomes smaller. A small 

undesirable consequence of low Z is that the corresponding 

mass number A0 is also necessarily small as Ae*v 2Z f in 

view of the fact that <X2>is inversely proportional to A0. 

However, with a sufficiently large 0D (> 3oo°K), this is more 

than offset by its advantages. Indeed we still have _^ï<l 

with Ey < for which the Mossbauer effect is still ap¬ 

preciable 

Generally, for low Z isotopes, nuclear transitions with 

energies in the range 20-60 keV and multipolarities up 

to M3 fulfill the threshold condition if the inhomogeneous 

broadening can be ignored (CL~O ) . This is of course true 

for short lived isomers (El, Ml, E2) with half life 

n ^ , -» sec, corresponding to an actual linewidth I, /low, greater 

than most broadening. However, it is admittedly extremely 

difficult to prepare pure samples of these Mossbauer 

isomers in their excited states in such short times ( t < 

10 s«c). A possible variant for the realization of population 

inversion, direct pumping by radiative neutron capture, 13] 

requires a pulsed thermal neutron current of extremely high 

intensity, rv\o'<t- 10 ° cm over a time t, f presently 

attainable only in nuclear explosions; moreover, it does not 

guarantee full excitation and may cause local heating of the 



bombarded sample. Another scheme, suggested by Letokhov, 

[4] claims to produce thin filaments of excited nuclei with 

half life t >0.1 s«c. through a quick sequence of operations: 

excitation of nuclei in a target, optical extraction of 

the excited nuclei and electrical deposition onto a host 

crystal. This scheme is a great improvement over existing 
3 

methods of radiochemistry which requires at least 10 sec 

for the separation of isomers. Although this would already 

allow us to use M2 isomers ( t IO
1 sec. ) it is worth 

while considering longer lived isomers corresponding to 

E3, M3 transitions. We note here that the specified energy 

range 20-60 keV is actually the optimum region for these 

multipoles. In fact, lower energies (<2o\ccV ), although 

having strong anomalous emission and Mossbauer effect, 

involved large photoelectric absorption and internal con¬ 

version, the reverse being true for higher energies (>GokzV). 

For the sake of illustration, we shall compute the values 

of the quantities of interest for several specific cases: 

26F«
s7(Ml,l4-4W^)/2lSc

4SCM2(l2.S-ke\/) , z 7 Co S* <> 3/ 25 k*u)/ Co^Mâ^hv) 

Their decay schemes are described in Fig. 4. 

Table I lists relevant physical properties of these isotopes, 

obtained from standard tables. 

Iron 26F/
7 is a natural case to consider, by virtue of its 

popularity in Mossbauer works. In a condensed state at 

low temperature, it has a cubic structure (bcc) with lat- 

tice constant a - 2.37A . The Laue planes are taken to be 

(200) planes with the (001) planes parallel to end crystal 



surfaces. Sc4S has hep structure with lattice constants 
0 • 

a= 3.3IA » c= S.^7A Laue planes are C002) while (001) 

planes are parallel to end surfaces. 
v O 

„Co also has hep structure with a=2-*}A , c= 407A ; same set 

of planes as in Sc are considered. 

Table II displays the results of our calculations for the 

Bragg angle 0/2, lg, lc, n^ , reduction factor F as com- 
0 

pared to off-Bragg mode, superradiance decay time tm=‘k|*i!p 

(we assume a-0, and in evaluating n^gjj. we take V=lg*10 , 

N=n V). For Fe (Ml) and Sc (M2), the threshold condition 

for superradiance (8) is comfortably satisfied. We note 

however that the anomalous emission effect is crucial 

Oft ** because otherwise we would have n^^KJyWexceeding matter 

So 
censity n. Co yields poor superradiance: its threshold 

condition is barely fulfilled. Superradiance will not 

occur for Co** as n^,r y r\ . These numbers seem to indi¬ 

cate that M2 transitions are the most favorable super¬ 

radiant isotopes in view of the fact that they achieve 

required conditions for coherent emission and have inter¬ 

mediately long lifetime. 

In summary the optimum properties of a "good" isotope 

are: 

1. low atomic number Z 

2. high Debye temperature Bj, > 3OoV (which is usually the 

case 

3. excited isomeric state low-lying and decaying via 

M2 multipole transition to a lower level state at 



least as stable as the upper one with Mossbauer energy 



Appendix 

For reference we summarize here the multipole formulas use¬ 

ful in relation to the problem of emission of 7 quanta. 

The transition probability per unit time that a nuclear 

state I" > - I'fnJ'" makes a radiative transition to a lower 

state \a> = I°(oje»0 with emission of a Y photon is given by 

the Fermi Golden Rule 

w 3* ( <*l H r>>|2 't„-Jhu)0) (Al) 

The interaction Hamiltonian Hj takes the form, in the 

Schrodinger picture 

H1 - -1 
m) 

where is the tranverse component of the current density 

operator and 

À 
2-TV+IC

1 

N Vwf (A3) 

is the proper vector potential for emission of a photon with 

momentum %fc , quantized within a box of volume V and polar- 

. . A 
ization e, • 

oc 

Clearly the matrix element 

îtx (A4) 

Î? (-*) = <*■lj<** ' l'n> 

Fourier transform of the current density is the essential 

term for the evaluation of the matrix elements of Hj 



The four vector current operator Jwe can be expanded 

into a multipole series (in the notation of Akhiezer and 

Beresteskii) 

(A5) 

Ltf *=_l 

The scalar and vector potentials are given by ( k - 1*1) 

' ^L(kx) 

w = r«(si[i.}UloixHL+i)^V’
,*)]®t'*,) „(A6) 

-:(•> 
YtM C^) _j 

♦ ŸSe» rj« f«-r2i>,) 

where ^L(i) is the spherical Bessel function 

t/2 

1 
Ci) = 4it»L (TI72a) JUI L 2 (A7) 

and %itV) are the vector spherical Harmonics defined by: 

Ÿ"l« - -^=- 
m JUL-tl) 

vt w*) 

y^CM - - * * YLM 

Y^dV- iYcM(t) 

(A8) 

Some interesting properties of the spherical harmonies are: 

foï' > =0,1 
Ÿ&V*) "c-° 

2 

X -v\ - CM 
YCM 

*• = 2L-V1 
in 

r*) 

5?£U«* 

(A9) 

-fov" > = i| 



If <f> are the polar and azimuth angles specifying the 
A 

direction of *■ , the spherical harmonies for the first 

few multipoles are given in terms of the unit vectors of 

spherical polar coordinates by: 

El-. yrÉ-S/ïfffs'"* % 

y,+I(fc) ^ (3)f6nr « *•* £ ? e* © é* - 'é<t] 

Ml: ft) = (A10) 

Y >°± ) li) = ( 3/ l Sw) (S* 4 i ** © «* ) 

E2 ; - -(.S/3 2TT)'/Z-01^(29 ) 

y/^ (k'1 - (S'! + £*>20-% -)'o^9-e^] 

Ÿz+2 ($)=c*h** )"* e±'[ i ^ 20 «9 4 '5/#1 <9 e^] 

M2 ; - OS/SZTI)"
2’ isi*)CZ9 ) if 

ÿ/^Ct) =- (s{ISTï)'12’ JZÏ'Ï [cK>9e& +ila>29 4f] 

?£&) -- ei!Z* 

The ( U/A ) tranverse components: 

2 **->■%&*?%$) 0=0,,) 
Mr-L 

characterize a multipole transition £ ( L,> ro") ï & L - electric 

2^-f>®le ,(L,>=0 - ML ~ wag/)®tûc 2 pole 

In the emission of a T ray between nuclear states of 

specified angular momenta, one or at most two multipoles 

contribute most significantly to the transition probability, 

generally EL or ML with L =- l$r>-j<»l 



All other terms either violate the selection rules or are 

negligible in the long wavelength limit. 

The matrix elements: 

<*| j A JCS). or) l"> X = °it 

can be evaluated in terms of the radiative width Fy(L/^) 

associated with the emission of a ( L,\ ) multipole radi¬ 

ation in the following way 

By Wigner-Eckart theorem, we have: 

C (j. ym. M 1 % (Lj X) € 
» V 

(All) 

where tOC(L,X)\ and are the modulus and phase of the 

reduced matrix element for the irreducible spherical tensor 

operator. 

From the fundamental properties of the Clebsch-Gordan co¬ 

efficients, we obtain the angular momentum selection rules 

for the transition 

M = ~yy\m (A12) 

Assuming no splitting, the radiative width, is given 

by : 

£ 2 1 Un 
* VK„ •(. * 

2'nr'bc'1 J_ 
Vua. c*" ■fcc^rr)5 

pfa,A) = 



= £. U>|1 
n C* wi0 M 

(A 13) 

Using (A9) and the unitary property 

2 Z ^(joL vu* M 'm*') s I 
nlo M * 

we obtain 

r/i.,))= JLL [%ft,x)|* 
"fiC1- 

Hence for a pure (LMX) multipole transition 

and 

xSVt) 
(A16) 



Fig 1. Schematic of Laue (Borrmann) radiation 

channels 
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Fig 2. Plot of ICC « vs. E for Z = 30,50,80 

for electric multipoles up to E3 
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Fig 3. Plot of ICC vs. E for Z = 30,50,80 

for magnetic multipoles up to M3 
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Fig 4. Decay scheme for several Mossbauer transitions 



Isotope 
3 

n(at/cm ) e^K) f(T=0°K) Khicm)=1/n 

F>S7 *2 
$.«x f0 4b7 <7.43 2xl0-3 

! Sc4i 
zt3t- 4x 1(7W 3 60 <7-1/ 5xl<?-i 

, 
27 e0 ^ jf 225 (7.71 6.SxU7~3 

60 
x7Co 4 x 3*5 <7.25 . _ -3 

ff-Sxu? 

Table I. Physical data for several isotopes. 
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